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x-lite 3.0 builds on the success achieved by the previous version of x-lite,
which was launched in april 2003 and has since been downloaded and used by
the vast majority of companies looking to test, build and deploy sip-based
solutions. x-lite 3.0 can be downloaded from counterpaths web site, enabling
users to experience the benefits of softphones for free, as part of
counterpaths drive to accelerate mainstream adoption of voip. these benefits
include the flexibility to communicate with others in a cost-effective way,
regardless of location, and over different applications, and with greater audio
and video clarity. your choice to download the x-lite version is supported by
many professional reviews as well as users.this is the best e-commerce app
development company in singapore. contact us today and see how our
company can help you build the most effective online shopping cart solution.
this company was established in 2000 and has the best e-commerce app
developers in singapore. if you get lost please use the search box above. we
are not responsible for any illegal use of the software you download from the
internet. you can contact us if you have any questions about the installation.
after you install the software, please use the file manager, and then move it to
the appropriate directory where you want to install. x-lite 3.0 is a continuation
of x-lite 2.0, and has features that are unique to x-lite 3.0 including a
simplified user interface, ease of use, and a new visual experience, said
donovan jones, president, and coo at counterpath. softphone technologies are
considered by many to be one of the most important factors in the adoption of
voip as a replacement for the traditional landline telephone service. x-lite 3.0
is the most advanced free softphone solution available and complements our
commercial offering, eyebeam 1.5, providing an easy and intuitive way for
users to explore how voip can lend flexibility and cost savings to their
everyday communications needs. many of the current users of x-lite are using
it in conjunction with pbx solutions such as asterisk and with the resulting
enhanced usability and performance, we expect to see significant additional
deployments of this complementary pairing.
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the software features a user-friendly interface, which includes a file manager,
application launcher, a log and history of communications, and also supports

numerous protocols, including microsoft sip, 3gpp and voip-56, as well as
h.323, t.120 and ilbc. callers can easily and quickly dial a called party, as well
as initiate and receive calls and meetings, all while controlling the ringing and
voicemail alerts. x-lite is also extremely easy to use, and is a good way to take
a trial run and see how much productivity and effectiveness can be achieved

by the incorporation of voip into the business world. as one of the most robust
and feature-rich free softphones available today, x-lite 4.0 is an ideal way for

enterprises, government agencies, and other professional users to start
exploring the bottom-line benefits of video, voip and presence-based

communications, said robert brown, vice president of marketing, counterpath.
at a time when businesses large and small are more focused than ever on

reducing costs, improving productivity and leveraging their existing pcs, x-lite
4.0 gives customers a preview of how a cost-effective, easy-to-deploy and low-
support softphone application can meet all of those needs immediately. x-lite

4.0 is designed to be a steppingstone to bria 3, counterpaths flagship
softphone product. bria 3 provides a variety of additional, enterprise-grade
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features such as enhanced security, sms support, multi-party conferencing
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